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The EAPAA Executive wishes to thank EAP Executive for its generous support and 

members of the conference organising committee for their effort and contribution 

in putting the conference program together.
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General Information

Conference Venue Royal Automobile Club, Sydney   |   89 Macquarie Street, Sydney

Accommodation Special discount conference rates have been organised, book via the registration process.

The Tank Stream Hotel   |   97 Pitt Street, Sydney

$274 per room - single / twin / double   |   Breakfast $20pp / day

Registration Fees EAPAA Member                  EARLYBIRD 30 June 2018            AFTER 30 June 2018

Full Registration                       $950                                                 $1050

Thursday Registration              $500                                                 $550

Friday Registration                   $500                                                 $550

Non-Member                                                                             

Full Registration                       $1050                                               $1150

Thursday Registration              $550                                                 $595

Friday Registration                   $550                                                 $595

Register online at: https://margaretreid.eventsair.com/27th-eapaa-conference/register

Conference Dinner Thursday 23 August 2018 |  7.30pm   |   Balcon Tapas Restaurant  -  $130pp

17 Bligh Street, Sydney (a short walk from conference venue and Tank Stream Hotel)

PD Points Members are reminded that the Australian Psychological Society (APS) previously endorsed 

all conference professional papers for credit towards ongoing professional development 

and PD points for ongoing registration. APS no longer provides specific endorsement but 

we are assured that our high quality papers will once more meet this standard. 

Conference Margaret Reid Pty Limited

Organisers 2 / 303 Penshurst Street Willoughby NSW 2068 Australia

P 612 9882 2688    |    F 612 9882 2648

E info@conference-organisers.com.au  |  W www.conference-organisers.com.au
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Thursday 23 August 2018 - Day 1

8:50am           Conference Opening

                            Oliver Brecht |   President,  Employee Assistance Professional Association of Australasia Inc. (EAPAA)

9:00am         Navigating the evidence path for post traumatic mental health interventions

                      Jane Nursey |   Director Practitioner Support Service | Centenary of Anzac Centre

                      Phoenix Australia | Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health, Department of Psychiatry, University of Melbourne 

                      Exposure to traumatic incidents in the workplace has become an increasingly common experience for 

                     employees across a wide range of industries.  As a result, the need for Policy Makers, Managers and 

                     EAP’s to be developing and implementing best practice support and interventions for employees who 

                     may be impacted has become an imperative. But what is currently considered to be `best practice’?  

                     This presentation will provide an overview of the current evidence base for interventions that target 

                     prevention, early intervention and recovery for workplace trauma exposure. 

                     ‘Man-up’ ABC TV Series   |   Man up and rewrite the man rules

                      Gus Worland |   ‘Man up’ series presenter and host of Triple M's breakfast show blokefest - The Grill Team

                      Gus is on a mission to break the silence around male suicide. But first, he has to challenge our ideas 

                     about what it means to be an Aussie man. Gus will cover some of the issues he encountered during the 

                     filming of this series and what he has put in place.

                      M O R N I N G  T E A

                     The future of work and workplace

                      Nathan Sri |   MoM, BBA, BCom, Prosci, Director, Business Transformation & Change, JLL Corporate Solutions

                     A workplace that is powered by the human experience goes beyond a work-life balance. It drives how 

                     people feel about their place of work, their interactions and their mental health. How empowered, engaged

                     and fulfilled they are, it’s the purposeful fusion of life and work based on authentic human experiences.

                     Workplaces today face a multitude of pressures, including a mobile multi-generational workforce, 

                     technology-led disruption and continuous innovation. The gap between the future and the present is 

                     rapidly shrinking. As such, designing a workplace strategy that meets only the physical attributes may 

                     quickly become obsolete.

                     Workplaces need to evolve to survive. Organizations should review whether their workplaces with the 

                     human experience in mind.  Refreshing your workplace to make for a connected, engaged, empowered 

                     and healthy workforce is the Future of Work.
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Thursday 23 August 2018 - Day 1 continues

                     Workplace of the future: Barriers and obstacles for the Indigenous community 
                   in the workplace, now and into the future

                      Michael Combs |   Founder and CEO, Career Trackers & Career Seekers

         L U N C H

                   Privacy in practice

                      Tim de Sousa |   Senior Consultant, elevenM

                      Privacy and data security are issues of growing public concern, for corporate clients and patients alike. 

                     This session will provide an introduction to your privacy compliance obligations under the Privacy Act, 

                     discuss key risks and regulator expectations, and provide tips to achieve best privacy practice.

                   Duty of care liabilities

                      Andrew Rich |   Employment & Industrial Law, Slater and Gordon Lawyers

                      Often the last spoken about in the “triad” of EAP roles and benefits, duty of care is the duty owed by the

                     employer to the employee. What is the responsibility of the employer and where does it begin and end 

                     when it concerns mental health of employees? This presentation unpacks this topic to help organisations

                     and EAP providers understand what their duty of care is to ensure they fill the role of “helper” not “rescuer”

         A F T E R N O O N  T E A

                   Out of EAP and into Inpatient

                      Jenny McGee |   Clinical Manager, The Buttery Private

                      Unfortunately, not all issues can be addressed appropriately through the EAP model. At times individuals 

                     will need more long-term support and require being removed from their day-to-day lives to focus on 

                     their mental health and wellbeing. This presentation will help explain the process of inpatient treatment, 

                     the referral process, wait times and traditional cost structures of inpatient clinics. We will also discuss an 

                     individual re-entering the workforce after attending an inpatient clinic and how the EAP can assist the 

                     individual re-engage with their colleagues and the organisation.  

                   Day 1 Wrap-up   Oliver Brecht

5:00 -             N E T W O R K I N G  C O C K T A I L S

6.15pm     EAPAA will pay for the first 2 drinks but delegates are welcome to remain and continue to mingle.

7:30 -             C O N F E R E N C E  D I N N E R Balcon Tapas Restaurant, 17 Bligh Street, Sydney

9.30pm          (Short walk from the conference venue and The Tank Stream Hotel)
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Friday 24 August 2018 - Day 2

7.30am            AGM - financial EAPAA members only

9.00am           Do we have a problem: What is crystal meth all about?

                              Professor Gordian Fulde AO |  Director of Emergency Medicine, St Vincent’s Hospital, 

                     Director at Sydney Hospital Emergency Department, Professor of Emergency Medicine at the University 

                     of New South Wales and Notre Dame University

                       Aspects that will be covered in this presentation include:  

                     •     Recognising the signs, symptoms, personality changes associated with ice use / intoxication

                     •     Managing workplace situations - de-escalation, staff and carer safety

                     •     Emergency help

                     •     General information on approach, support, resources, treatment options

                   Sexual harassment: Empowering not victimising

                              Natasha de Silva |  Director, Major Projects and Partnerships, Australian Human Rights Commission

                       Me too, Sexual harassment.

                      M O R N I N G  T E A

                     Domestic violence

                      Sal Dennis |   Domestic Violence Service Management 

                     The workplace presents a unique opportunity to help women who may be living with violence at home, 

                     to identify the problem and assist with seeking help. Workplaces are influential social settings where 

                     many people spend the majority of their adult lives. 

                     DVSM will be presenting on their latest research and thinking on how to build safety and wellbeing 

                     amongst those affected by violence. They will share how to learn from the people who need us to be 

                     more aware, have more understanding and to be ready to respond.
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Friday 24 August 2018 - Day 2 continues

                       Research Project: Improved EAP access / use by men and reduction in male suicide

                      Lynda R. Matthews |   PhD, Associate Professor, Work and Health Research Team, Head of Discipline

                     Rehabilitation Counselling, Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney   AND

                   Jacky Gerald |   NSW Manager, Acacia Connection

                     This research project was set up in conjunction with the University of Sydney and Acacia Connection to 

                     help understand why men do not go to EAP counselling at the same rates as women. The study is to 

                     identify ways to increase the uptake by men of a widespread workplace mental health and suicide 

                     prevention program that has little published on its impact: an EAP service. Through this study, men will 

                     be consulted about barriers and enablers to the use of EAP services through focus groups and interviews.

                     The information and progress of the research will be presented to delegates.

         L U N C H

                   YES Vote: A personal journey and what’s ahead

                      Christine Foster |   Liberal Councillor, City of Sydney and YES advocate

                      Christine will highlight the overall impact and about moving forward, following the YES vote. 

                   Sexuality, gender, relationships and mental health 

                      Joe Lonn |   Manager, Training Development and Coordination, ACON

                      The same sex marriage plebiscite in Australia has thrust gender, sexuality and relationships into the 

                     spotlight over the past twelve months. Although often viewed as the same thing, sexuality and gender 

                     are two very distinct subjects and understanding them separately is key to being an inclusive and 

                     competent clinician. This presentation will unpack the LGBTI acronym, explore gender and sexuality and 

                     the components of each, discuss healthy relationships and mental health in the LGBTI community. 

                      A F T E R N O O N  T E A

                     Suicidality: Considerations for individuals and organisations

                      Nicole Sadler |   M.Psych(Clin), Director, Military and High Risk Organisations Phoenix Australia,

                     Suicide is a major public health concern and it is currently the leading cause of death amongst 

                     Australians aged between 15 - 44 years. This presentation will outline the key factors associated with 

                     risk of suicide and considerations for assessing levels of risk and managing individuals in the workplace 

                     who are reporting suicide ideation, plans or attempts.  

4:45am           Conference wrap-up and conclusion   Oliver Brecht
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Natasha de Silva |   Director of International Engagement and Major Projects, Australian Human Rights Commission

As Director of International Engagement and Major Projects at the Australian Human Rights 

Commission (the Commission), Natasha de Silva is responsible for national human rights policy 

projects, including the Change the Course: National Report on Sexual Assault and Sexual 

Harassment at Australian Universities project released in August 2017. 

Natasha is also responsible for the management of human rights programs in China, Laos and Sri

Lanka as well as engagement on human rights in the region more generally. She specialises in gender

equality and violence against women, the international human rights system and the role of national

human rights institutions and mechanisms.

As Director of the NSW Office for Women (Women NSW) for 12 months from 2016 - 2017, Natasha led the NSW Government 

response to domestic and family violence under the NSW Blueprint for Reform. From 2011-2014 she was seconded as Executive Officer

to the Commission’s Review into the Treatment of Women in the Australian Defence Force - a wide-ranging examination of systemic

barriers to women’s participation in senior leadership roles in the ADF as well as incidence of sex discrimination and sexual abuse. 

Natasha has degrees in Arts and Commerce in international development and economics and a Masters degree in Global Law from

the University of Sydney. 

Tim de Sousa |   Senior consultant, elevenM

Tim De Sousa is a privacy and information governance legal and policy specialist, with a focus on

emerging technologies. He has held senior roles with the Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s industry

-leading Digital Trust and Privacy team, and the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner

(OAIC). While at the OAIC, Tim led the their Open Government, Technology and Regulation team, 

including redeveloping and implementing the OAIC’s methodology for data breach enquiries and

Commissioner-initiated investigations. Tim also maintains a keen interest in open government and

open data, including participating in and serving as an advisor for GovHack Sydney.

Tim is now a senior consultant with elevenM, working with some of Australia’s leading brands to 

build privacy capability and manage risk.

Christine Foster |   Liberal Councillor, City of Sydney and YES advocate

Christine Forster is a Liberal councillor in the City of Sydney and the sister of former Australian Prime

Minister Tony Abbott.  Christine Forster became a prominent advocate during the Yes campaign.

Christine Forster's life took a dramatic detour. She left her husband, her idyllic North Shore home,

her comfortable life, and moved in with the person she had unexpectedly fallen in love with. Another

woman. Not such an unusual tale in 2012, perhaps, but the ramifications of this act were probably

direr than most.  Two mothers. Six children. Families were rocked by the revelation.

Christine has a degree in economics and worked as a journalist covering the Australian petroleum

and mining industries until 2016. She is currently employed in the corporate affairs department of

Woodside, Australia’s largest independent oil and gas company. She is also a regular commentator on politics and current affairs

in a variety of print and broadcast media. 
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Professor Gordian Fulde AO |   Director of Emergency Medicine, St Vincent’s Hospital, Director at Sydney Hospital 

Emergency Department, Professor of Emergency Medicine at the University of New South Wales and Notre Dame University. 

Professor Gordian Fulde is amongst the longest serving Directors of Emergency Medicine, holding the

position at St Vincent’s Hospital Darlinghurst since 1983. During this time, St Vincent’s Emergency 

Department has grown to become one of Australia’s largest and busiest, designated as a major Trauma

Centre by the New South Wales Department of Health and responsible for an extensive program of

Emergency Specialist Training. He is also responsible for all aspects of administration and for a staff of

over 200 members. In addition to this administrative role, he is actively involved in the care of patients

who present to the Department. He is also Director at Sydney Hospital Emergency Department and a

a Professor of Emergency Medicine at the University of New South Wales and Notre Dame University.  

During his career he has held a range of appointments on regional and national boards and is a founding Fellow of the Australasian

College for Emergency Medicine - at various times holding the offices of Vice President, Secretary and Censor within that College.

He was a member of the Senior Court of Examiners for the Australasian College of Emergency Medicine and examines for the Royal

Australasian College of Surgeons. He is currently Stream Director of Critical Care for South Eastern Sydney Local Health, a member

of the Board of the Thomas Kelly Youth Foundation and Patron of VWCCS - Victims and Witnesses of Crime Court Support. 

Professor Fulde is an active media spokesperson on alcohol and drugs in the community and the issues and implications that arise

from their abuse. He also acts as a senior expert to the State Coroner, Medical Tribunal and Health Care Complaints Commission and

is on the editorial board, a contributor to and reviewer of a number of Medical Journals. Gordian has a Bachelor of Medicine and

Surgery from University of Sydney and Specialty Emergency Medicine and Surgery qualifications from the Royal College of Surgeons

and Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh. He was recognised for his contribution to the community and emergency healthcare with

the accolade of Senior Australian of the Year 2016. For the 2017 Queen’s Birthday Honours, he was made an Officer of the Order of

Australia for his distinguished service to emergency medicine and to the community as an advocate for a range of public health issues.

Jacky Gerald MA |   Psychotherapist, Counsellor and Supervisor, NSW Manager, Acacia Connection

Jacky Gerald has membership of the ACA and extensive experience in the EAP field over the past 25

years. During this time she has worked as an affiliate provider, counselling case manager, clinical 

supervisor and training manager, prior to moving into private practice offering training consultancy,

psychotherapy, coaching and mediation.

Ms Gerald completed her clinical training in the UK and has BACP senior accreditation as an Integrative

therapist qualified to work both long term and short term with clients. Over a varied and extensive

clinical career she has worked in voluntary, statutory and business environments as a front line 

consultant, therapist, clinical supervisor and trainer. Thus she has extensive experience of working with individuals, couples and

groups from a diversity of backgrounds and cultures.

With specialist training in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Family Systems Therapy and Solution-Focused Therapy, Jacky is a certified

trauma worker with many years experience in this field. She is also a qualified supervisor and teacher specialising in the education



of children with special educational needs and supervising front line workers in drug and alcohol rehabilitation, medical centres,

social housing, animal welfare and education, as well as supporting managers and employees in a wide range of corporate settings.

Jacky has experience working with supervisees who have been involved variously in domestic violence situations. She can facilitate

reflective practice supervision in both individual and group settings - her success in the work relies heavily upon clear boundaries

and expectations which are agreed by all parties at the outset of all her contracts with Acacia Connection EAP.

Jacky is also an advocate of Equal Opportunities and has extensive experience of working in multi-cultural and ethnic settings.

Associate Professor Lynda Matthews |   Rehabilitation Advisor, Veterans Affairs (since 2004) and Defence (since 2013),

Australian Federal Government

A/Prof Lynda Matthews specialises in mental health, rehabilitation and work. Her specific expertise is

in the rehabilitation of people with posttraumatic mental health conditions. For the past decade

Lynda has been active in promoting psychosocial rehabilitation as a means to improve function, 

reduce disability and promote recovery in people with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other

persistent mental health conditions. She has received over AU$1.8 million in research funding, 

published 60 peer review papers, five international book chapters, and contributed to several research

reports to government. 

Lynda is a rehabilitation advisor for the Australian Federal Government in the area of Veterans Affairs (since 2004) and Defence

(since 2013). She was national expert in psychosocial rehabilitation to the working party for the 

Australian PTSD Treatment Guidelines produced by Phoenix Australia under the auspice of the National Health and Medical 

Research Council (2007, 2013). Awards include Australasian Society of Traumatic Stress Studies Honorary Life Membership Award,

Graduates Association Research Award, Faculty of Health Sciences Research Award, and Australian Postgraduate Award.

Jenny McGee |   Clinical Manager and Psychologist, The Buttery Private

Jenny’s professional experience includes working in physical education, the juvenile justice system, organisational consultancy as 

a counsellor, change facilitation, training and mediation, and more recently as a psychologist at The Buttery’s long-term drug and 

alcohol residential program. Concurrently, she also works in private practice assisting clients to enhance emotional stability and

identify self-limiting patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving from a more compassionate perspective. Her skills, study, expertise

and natural interest have led her to develop The Buttery Private as a socially-based wellbeing program to facilitate change for 

people who wish to sustain their own wellbeing.
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Nicole Sadler |   Director Military and High Risk Organisations, Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health, Phoenix Australia

Ms Sadler joined Phoenix Australia - Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health in July 2017 as the 

Director Military and High Risk Organisations. Through her 23-year career as a full-time Army 

psychology officer, she developed considerable expertise in military mental health, including in the 

issues and challenges for serving and ex-serving military personnel and their families, and the systems

and services to improve and maintain mental health and wellbeing within high-risk populations. 

Nicole has worked in psychology service provision, training, research, policy development and strategic

planning, and has deployed in support of numerous Australian Defence Force operations. She held

the senior psychology position within the Australian Army from August 2012 to January 2017. Nicole continues to serve as a

Colonel in the Army Reserves and she is one of the Defence investigators on the joint Departments of Veterans’ Affairs and 

Defence Transition and Wellbeing Research Programme. She has a Master of Psychology (Clinical) degree and is currently undertaking

a PhD through the University of Adelaide, investigating suicide ideation and behaviours in serving and ex-serving Australian 

Defence Force personnel.

Nathan Sri |   MoM, BBA, BCom, Prosci, Director, Business Transformation & Change, JLL Corporate Solutions

Nathan is a Director at JLL with a specialty and focus on Human Experience & Organisational Change

Management. Nathan is currently involved in a number of transformation initiatives which centre on

human centred design & change implementations. Nathan brings a unique and in-depth experience

in change management enabling a dedicated focus on people outcomes and the sustainability

agenda. Strategically, Nathan has been involved in large scale cultural transformation agendas 

impacting up to 30,000 + staff across a range of initiatives.

Nathan holds a Masters in Operations Management (Macquarie Graduate School of Management) 

and a Bachelor of Business Administration and Bachelor of Commerce (Macquarie University). He is also a qualified PROSCI

Change Manager.

Gus Worland |   Man up host and one third of Triple M's breakfast show blokefest - The Grill Team. 

Harden up. Suck it up. Man up. We’ve been telling our men this for years, but is it healthy? 

Suicide is now the leading cause of death for Australian men aged 15-44. And alarming new 

research suggests that some men choose to take their own life, rather than appear weak by asking

for help. Man Up is a three-part documentary series and social awareness campaign funded by the

Movember Foundation and hosted by Triple M radio personality Gus Worland. It aims to get to the

bottom of the male suicide crisis, effect real social change and hopefully even save lives.
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Delegate Details
Name:                                                                                                                               

Position:

Organisation:

Address:

City:                                                                                                                       State:                Postcode:                 

Phone:                                                                                                                               Email:

How did you hear about the Conference? (Please tick appropriate box) 

� EAPAA website     � via EAPAA office email     � via Provider newsletter/email       OTHER:

A. Registration Fees                     

EAPAA Member                                           EARLBIRD: BEFORE 30 JUNE                      AFTER 30 JUNE                    AMOUNT

Full Registration                                                                $950                                                          $1050                                                   $

Thursday Registration                                                        $500                                                          $550                                                     $

Friday Registration                                                            $500                                                          $550                                                     $

Non-Member                                                                                                                                                                                     

Full Registration                                                                $1050                                                        $1150                                                   $

Thursday Registration                                                        $550                                                          $595                                                     $      

Friday Registration                                                            $550                                                          $595                                                     $

                                                              
B. Accommodation Rates quoted are inclusive of GST and are per room per night.  Registration Sub Total A  $

If paying accommodation by credit card, a 1.5% merchant fee is applicable.

Tank Stream Hotel $274 per room � SINGLE   � TWIN   � DOUBLE x   � No. of nights           $

97 Pitt Street, Sydney Breakfast $20 per person per day � No. of Breakfast/s  x  � No. of nights $

DATE IN:         /          /            DATE OUT:          /          /                        Accommodation Sub Total B $

C. Conference Dinner
Thursday 23 August 2018 - Balcon Tapas Restaurant, 17 Bligh St Sydney $130.00 pp � No. of tickets   Dinner Sub Total C. $

                                                   
GRAND TOTAL $

                                                                           Special Requirements Please note any health requirements, physical disabilities, diet etc.

Payment Details Payment must accompany registration form. Choose from payment methods below

A.  CHEQUE made payable to EAPAA  -  mail with form to Margaret Reid Pty Ltd, 2/303 Penshurst Street, Willoughby 2068 NSW 

B.  ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER |   Bank: WESTPAC |   Account Name: EAPAA |   BSB: 032 197 |   Account Number: 186 043              

C.  PLEASE INVOICE ME

D.  CREDIT CARD: � MASTERCARD  � VISA    EXPIRY DATE:  ____ /____  

CARD No.  ���� ���� ���� ����
               

Name as is on card:                                                                                                                    Authorising Signature:

If paying by Electronic Funds Transfer or Credit Card, scan & email form to info@conference-organisers.com.au

Alternatively scan form & email to info@conference-organisers.com.au. Please retain a photocopy of this registration form for your records.

Cancellationsmust be made 
in writing and sent to the conference 
organiser. Refunds for the registration 
fee less $125 will be returned if 
cancellation is made before 30 June
2018. No refunds will be forwarded 
after that date, however a substitute 
delegate will be acceptable.

Without EXPIRY DATE,

transaction cannot be validated
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Online registration link: https://margaretreid.eventsair.com/27th-eapaa-conference/register
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